NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION (NIQ)

Date: 13/06/2018

Sealed quotations on company letterhead are invited for the purchase of following item by IIT Delhi confirming to technical specifications and terms and conditions as given below:

Technical Specification of Equipments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items and its Description</th>
<th>AF-S NIKKOR 105mm f/1.4E ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Type:**                | F mount Type E AF-S lens with built-in CPU; **Format:** FX/35mm; **Focal length:** 105mm; **Maximum aperture:** f/ 1.4; **Minimum aperture:** f/ 16; **Lens construction:** 14 elements in 9 groups (including 3 ED lens elements and lens elements with Nano-Crystal or fluorine coatings); **Angle of view:** Nikon FX-format D-SLR cameras: 23° 10' Nikon DX-format D-SLR cameras: 15° 20'; **Minimum focus distance:** 1.0 m (3.3 ft) from focal plane; **No. of diaphragm blades:** 9 (rounded diaphragm opening); **Coating:** Nano Crystal Coat, Fluorine coat; **Diaphragm:** Automatic electronic aperture control; **Metering:** Full aperture; **Filter-attachment size:** 82 mm (P = 0.75 mm); **Autofocus:** Yes; **AF-S (Silent Wave Motor):** Yes; **Internal focusing:** Yes; **Focus mode:** Manual, Manual/Auto; **Focus distance indicator:** 1.0 m to infinity; **Supplied accessories:** LC-82 82 mm snap-on Front Lens Cap, LF-4 Rear Lens Cap, HB-79 Bayonet Hood, CL-1218 Lens Case

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS:**

- The technical bid and price bid should be packed and sealed separately. If the technical bid and price bid are in a same envelope, then the bid would be treated as invalid.
- Cost should be on CIF at IIT Delhi, New Delhi basis. The GST is 5% for all equipment used for research purpose at IIT Delhi.
- IIT Delhi reserves the right to accept or reject any or all quotations without assigning any reason.
- Warranty terms must be clearly stated in the bid.
- The last date for receiving the quotation is **28.06.2018** (5:30 PM).
- The validity of quotation should be three months.
- The maximum time for delivery of the instruments in running condition is 30 days from the date of placing the order.
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